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Web goes black to

r

protest censorship
MEGIIAN FLAHERTY

jT On February 8tlC, President ::.
Clinton signed into law the Tele- - 'I
communications act of 1996, which v .
AMittttn twninnnnt rHi monv tri tflA
-

1 public and oo this campus believe

.

wiU cause widcsnreaacensorsnipoi
the internet. This act would make it
; illegal to transmit indecent mate- f riaT over the internet. Manybusi- nesses. individuals and collrges ate

v

...

f
,v

turning their web pages black, in
protest
of this. act. The College of ,;
i:
in
- rf "',..
r those protestir the act.
The Telecommunications act's
j-Wcosterwebgsgeisnotm-

clndcd

ta trt

Afoutf

tfjA.

N.

main

p.-

communications as we know hVakX

"

trrir C rcrtricUc2SOttConnnuni-r- i.
Rjcnion providers and broadcasters
sl.lf.r These provisions of the act

f

j
create thousands f

!.

wCl undoubtedly
of Jobs. Section Vof the act. called
the Communications Decency Act.
i aretheproviskattwhoselegmnacy
Imaay qaestkavThis section of the
f act would sake it illegal to transmit
9 'Indecent" material, sock as the
' .""seven dirty words", and sexually
: explicit niaterials over the interneu
sand the crime would be punishable
$250 J090 m fines end two year
: .in prison. Tbe4aw denea inde--y
cency as 1eay comment, request.
Vffitprrjfliai.nnfy or other
Oat, ia context, de-picts or describes ia terms patently
oCcnsffe as measured by content
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WConmi. entered

tjjaf

into as busy .week, ajarficg. wuh an
cnieigeucy meetingOBTneKlqr wfca

es

y

encour-iapeoptetowearbbjer-

-:---

;ttesci

whet their cluldrencaanew caDet'tt
cf Vermoct has
Wfrw-t- , Many family and religious :" jptwSirydk?" BeIs&xssthei
groups say the legislation is neecea sections of tbesctde&Scg wchnndV
to prevent the spread or aexuaay ; cent materiaF on the wtancL
explicit maffrial to children, maav;
Here at Wooster, the CoSege has
rial that is easy to get under the : 'not turned their web pee black ia
current internet structure. The pretest for two reasons, sfcofiffg to
internet is currently littered wia"
putnogtapbic net sites, where any ; mske any chanja to the web psge,'
child wuh a web browser can
the commfsee that runs the web page
and stories about the most must svrt The beaded
poaryctaTimiffittsnfli'a'd, sexual aexnaSy explicit act Those who ;
scr?orttheactdenythMwjdespresd: . of townnnt3 Ids Thursday evenings'
- Many fear that these provisions - censorshh would
Theaecond reason wtrjr Wooster kar
Many also believe that the US Kt tamed ibeirpeUaAis that they
rwouLScsnseeensocElupofgrestclat
'
government wi3 lave a bard time wish to stay poliacaay neataL
t sicsofliteramresuch as Catcher in
-mdeoency
Actbecause
caforcing
the
theRyeandUTSses. wbicb contain
i WhifecGcadcoQegeorgaashave
thaisanerworkthatspans the worH not moved in response to the bArr
and many different jurisdictions. many stndents have. During ;lhes
: fgieatwonaoian.anaaongBJCB''
i
Germany has pessed a similar act, week, posters promoting the wear---iof bme ribbons and stating that,
breast cancer and abortion. Since it totftbss had toface many problems
"AO I want for Valenrinei Day are
t'b sdativdy easy to get from one: and anhnosizy from people and
around the world.'.:
my. first nmendment right back,"-hav- e
section of the iiimnrt to another,
appeared around campus Sm- -.
jnany believe that this win cause the v E2brts are already enderway to
Itfulnatn tfw PriimTO'r,floft
AlirrMafTtywNeely'gg.orga- entire internet to face trTitrirrioncn
'
cency act On February 15th, a fedindrc-f-iT- t
nizer of the poster canaign ied.
BSfisisL
1 To protest the act, maiy Web eral judge banned enforcement of that Wocflter should take staod on .
:'i!-'j- v
this issue.
hours the law. The American Ovfl Liber
; rxges were turned Uack for
ties Ifnioa and 19o(hergroop filed a Special thanks to OUTm Web Pag
: atothebawassigned.IaadJi.ion,
Jaw suit the day the bi3 was signed to
f Jhoae against the act have
prevent inacnon of the provisions.
Frontier Foundation's Web :
talking
TheJasAedfjwtnMWt,when
page(ktq:ttwwwefjrt)forwMch
:show their opposMion to what they
about the bi3, denies the law would oftheiitfbrmathmtkatweMbuotHs
"mlfr address, Clintt staled that be used the ptevent ciscossion on article - '
.
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Grubesfc
wfp'y

'TK?,fTf of the

rjaapperi are baseball pbtyers. and

members of Xappa.Kerpa Xi (the

practice for that team is late in the
yevcin j, rhua members come into
raised by JEZS$aj&&i Occstn cisiaan wiA their etjuipment.
(ESQ).andtheirregslarmeeoVX
(the
eonesS8y, wcen gytr: 7sjaaea
prob- were
(tltlix
there
'
,
- A 'si
:
1
rti mil
wih member
he
CrandeH'a
about the
lenasaidRoddaofhaviewof me
:'
education were discussed, v a
nieeting.;
v
In last weeafs GLC meeting, . Grubesic echoed this by stating,
members of the EKOs stated that -- "everything was blown out of pn
duringnew member edacaticnweelv poro"Crubesicalsoemphasixed
noise from the Krapperaectionwaa-- : that, we:the Krappers) bold no
out ofJand EKOs members stated ; grndg9;against the EXOand we
matlhev heard yefiingr of gaoCsnti-- c welcomeccestructive criticism. We
uesV2x4 losing egainst walls, end- - are in no way mad or angry with
pecptemthetenwayscanymgbats;- - them.?
i
f.wejMn Bnaann nMsn hw nni
'
t
mat wurbroughttooqrattentionby.
t6neh them undmnwd how
ftr2d
theKOi the week before and a-- i wh&ver theirbehavkv might have
low mem (me Krappers) to address been, k might have beaieceived as

ensweri2gyuest!jr.s

KraTperaX
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ihem"aaidBobRodda.Directorof i" jnritntA.tiny '' - .: s.r ? ..
Ixwry Center and chairofGLC. ' l;
i think the fommittrA first and
j "We're no librarians when it ; foremost, needs to decide what to
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News Briefs

Form

INTERNATIONAL

LONDON: London residence are readjusting their lives
; ia aa aadetzroaad parking lot by flic IRA la

szia after a

radar. 100
an of wax
died ia toners auacks Loadoa since
ia veiling cte Mali Brput skaa Anny.The boob attack cadcd a 17 month
cease-fir- e
by the waning factions. British ofSdsts are sending S00
troops to Northern Ireland to bcistor the 16J000 troop
IXsring the 17 sscnacese-fke,lj6- (

a

19.
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is do. hasat ta srsempts to fares (be Uaissd Nations to get fee

u

The
ssbeeaUtbyi
at 30 years. At least cfcht
'people Scd ia she
to secede. Eaayucy
believe that 6cn
S500 siJc worth of
Over 7000 appBcataone far Pedeul disaster aid bars beeare- -
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Concerned students, staffandfaculty meet and discuss,
simUarnzcctihgs tofollow
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Focuses on Diversity
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tmetrmaemti faasay
aad aaa sacsBhcn sact at 6X0 ia criessdawcnelijkttSocMsaS-Lowr-
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pecpicwci aaecasectbact'
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expressed

coriCfrsrTisyhr.hasffiiiluraJy aied
.
ZLTZZZ to ase no Voice as a vehicle far
fee bet of a fcm to
acasa issaes of face, reader.- - tlat rhey tbocsi Hat istoes of a-- " ' proasotiot Cjcuiiloa of tbese is--'
aaes, bat wtSe aaany stadeats have
; veatty aeeded to be ImmfrTiHrly
-- .
lasiwrpoai of
piivately cifsriard support.' few
have decided to fo oa ibe record ia
mmr. ' to cohaaa. Several issaes aso be
la a iT. . ..r
aa saSbratolsracsjaxd
oCered to pdat any essay or leoer
ka3ortssttoaoiTicjprotutaDCb
oncr
A.1??
eiJyue0 faoo as racirtn, sexism aad o&er&xms of ' cooceraiaf ialeractions aauatf
ao
.
tmnimnrcKareaDoFP. Assistaat poBps. and that oCer stJ3 stands.
ir
xttosswiaoDersexpeitoaces. - tv
frnvit Af--v The Bxetiaf was a soccess
at least issaes of diversity and
were taf&m to be
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coranaaucon';aIi'g of
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ccSebradoaof fhebsraof me
Bsodera coaspsser. SO yean aso. the first aaodera coaspotor was acthrated.
Tie
to be changed by changing
CwaatxBalwiriaiQribedeTica.
. TISTTV WOJUiX Thnfoar broadcast setsorks are ascab&sbbta a
cades mtoai similar to ibe Motion Flctare Assodxoa system. Tfc
imseca by ssaay total 9 6e ao&arJve aad preeaapt aay Ooverasaeet
system. There baa also beea pressors by me
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Aay ratings system i wa eventaany eaatw tsmfiaes to
block oat certaxijsogramswiaadevicecalfcdaVl
accworx ssarvnaoa.
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"she thoosht k wss reaSy ioseresi-la- f
that everyone was
Htdr owe experiences'. tand she
.looks ibrward to the next xaeetiaf
od iCJelired
tfa
Jws'liaJe wbscsaolfcoeiSKatDZbsBidayto
Lowry ,119. Interested stadeats
enoosaartb ibe rest of the student should call Kim
the AssistsDt Dean of Stadeats. far
the time when the. meetinx will be
leads to proDlems such i
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BOSNIA..,

leaviaa fcor. major caadkbaes Cor
Nw Hampshire primary
00
ccsamj ap. The New Hampshire
primary is cracaal for each of the
raadidatrs. as oa RfpnMicaa
- caodkh has w the While Hoase
n,ce Eisenhower witboot winnmf
denoal rarrtpaipi. Yon know, the New Hampshire. ' .
The Txixisi have aa easier
other presideatMcampsira.
.
TneKepocM save dxUx task Pnmsry seasoa Oasrear, asof yet
People of Wooster. sre von ready
fbrsomebodyhaaminf action? Or
aiaybesceaebsdBS.axraBiasaad
bscfcHtabbiet raritrmrnf? No. we
aren't aUking aboat HbBl Hocaa
coming to WooMaaartiae. soon.
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Dr. Joseph Bombelles, John Carroll Uni versity
,
Lowry 119,
.

has emejiLil m

li:00am-li-00p-

rhangFBiaC3mloa.Mespwfaae.

"The God of War:
Bosnian Conflict"-
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Causes and Consequences of the Present
Conflict on the Territory of "Former ;

--

.

CSssoa'ssppreratmBsresoxna
cassbxhaesstiSlimtbefield.
the saaia coateadecs are: Senate - after the badstandoft
he hut ekctioB, which
MsjrxiiylxadsrJUiocrtlX
Americaa people wkh
former grwesaoc of Tennessee- spBTtarnhr issoes as naivenal
LaraAigraniTjroa---anc- h
hesa care, welfare refonn.sndUi
or Patrick PffrtTMr1
sailitSfTCoerstknS m Somalia, this
sirrmfJiihfrrinFM rrhil-- li
year x
pe.
The
bat the esaergeace ctfBcsesaadhis Drjnorratic party beadqasrters ia
HamHsoa CoWyObio feels that
appsreotpopdaraymNew
shire could make this race touch the major issaes in the election win
closerthan expected. Bjjchanao look be the decay of vsloes and
the first caacas of the year, which ing wages, while their Republican
counterparts fee" !h.A - erican valDole opted to skip, winnirg Lccii.
ues and rax reform wfj" eta ted this
vpj handily with Phil Gran m ufc'-- '
r.-1vear's agewf Tr
Tpii.Thc
ci
.xcmirg
;jtve
vseks. w
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jty at ibe necting expressed ooa-cera
ibe fart tbatWasttersta- 4eaasrtbaaeeiaartandivUsd
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Crandells Chat with Greek Iffifiommittee Campus
iupw

l"

w-?-f.'.-
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the new members had Jo give out

Crandell3prser4staied.thatgrajaj

'

money for parties.' Membexs.of the, Crandells. were
'on hand to answer these charges.
Pearson Cummings '96,
of the Crandells. stated: that
"anyone can come and pledge
first week of new mem-b- er
CrandeU
edocation,'' and tint this openness, with people; coming in and
drorjpmg.om of the process, caused :
some problems in. finding out who
was academically eligible 4C ineji-- :
ble. Cummings also, stated that the
Crandells "encourage jhem.(aca-- :
demically ineligible$ to .come to
some rhe more social events."
"We did address newjnembers as '
Stewert
a grjaup,"
;
;97the other
CrandeIls,"We stress theiactthatif
they, were have, (academic) prob- -:
lems,:that they should comer jo
Pearson or myself."
Cummings echoed this byisaying,
we tell new jnemberito. tajfcecare :
otyour business firew you are.here
co-presid-

ent

:

:
:

-

:

,,;..

i

:

said-JKatberja-

e.

.

lict.
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i
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GLC bears the CraadelPs claims
continued from page

1

do with that information," said
Rodda,
and how to make to two
version of the story merge."tRodda
also stated that the committee can
do many things in response) any
charges. On one extreme & polling
cf a charter, if an action is so repulsive and so inappropriate to the cam-

"

s.

1

photo by MATT ANDERSON

cussing CranoU concerns. GLC will
be holding another emergency meet-in- g
between now and next Wednes-

obe

cc-presk- lent.

;

--

.

.

afcohoLwas not requested or ordered, HEDARYTEYNOR

by the organization,. tryOso.b
not deny matJtherts wj ap incident,
.The-due-

.

'She explalried that In uSeutore,
u1&migBt'dtwhicn
Balus or
.cess,- - .said'CuinmiBgsechg., &r ftwtf
10 bte-6tf
eTButer
Humphry.
je- - Fpfflr'fne'mirtoteihd Wi computer
:':jti!t
TheGrandellsalso stated thatiheju yptyd facilitate that process
were not happy now' the sftnbbtr
Snvder also talked about archrvma
wasbanddbtweenjbewndi
Wirilnitfid venturing but onto
P

dbeCxapdeJIs.;

Accordingsto.
to&V&UTiA&itaX
.were mvted to.daKeting,wiAiQ4 rB4tdfit 5CofineA eou Vote on.
idea of what tbywertoi)eclcuj8-- r
ft computer.
ingCIWe eould JV1nqwJopufc
his,! said Cummings ,anUjx)uldJ "l've;bee6 eskfctt to" mate U known
have gotten more info if I d been that SGA is upgrading their system.

wrltWthaae

liven

furJWung

jisfa&MSi

;

g6ihg ft
CideUliej)an:4?r..
te:
meeuogQLC discussed

.-.-

After the

tbejr.j50le.-- J

and. what actions ihey
ward-grou-

p

..;.-f.:-

.r

c

--

tions that Professor Ralph Carter,
chair of the political science department at Texas Christian University,
sought to answer in his lecture entitled, "Public Opinion and ILS.
Foreign Policy" Tuesday night in
Scheide's Gaalt Recital HalL The
lecture was part of the 1996 "Great
Decisions" series.
"Many scholars actually try to
in 8i nt ft in that the public has no role
in foreign policy." Carter began.
"Frankly, that idea is laughable.
Sometimes the. public's role is
merely more indirect than direct"
Carter then gave three ways that
the American public plays an inch-re- ct
part in foreign policy The first
way was to fet boundaries for the
president and forCongress; to shape
the choices," according to Carter. If
the public agrees with what the government is doing, he added, why
should anyone bother to speak up in

get someone elected: Barry
stance in
Gc4dwaters hawk-lik- e
,"
"Retrospective
Vietnam.
of
records
track
or
foreign policy.both helped.
judg-meritspresi-dents-

on

such as Eisenhower, and hurt, such

as Johnson's

vice-presid-

ent

Hubert

Humphrey. Carter also mentioned
Jimmy Carter, who was burdened by
conflicts such as the Soviet Afghanistan invasion and the hostage crisis in
Iran during bis presidency that ultimately cost him the presidency.
The third way was through elected

officials' anticipation of their
constituency's reactions to their
policy decisions."Thekey

for-eig- n

ques-

tion is 'Will they remember in November?'" said Carter. "Sometimes
members of constituencies don't
agree with something their elected
official does. But it may not be
enough to make them want to elect
someone else and the officials
know this."
Carter then talked about two direct ways that the American public
can shape foreign policy. The first
way is through organized interest
groups. "We all think of fat-cat

when we think of
interest groups," said Carter, "but
what we find is that interest groups

pocket-stuffe- rs

please see GREAT DECISIONS,
page 4

effoor current
;
,ni.

r;

.

"Council discussed the possibility

.WJonhtetnhth
Wyche '97

'.

Does public opinion have any role
in foreign policy? Should public
opinion have any role in foreign
policy? These were the two ques-

96breMacmtoshPerforn

when
iDonhell
found out that it
rrroATowermaeWne than the

Wa
prbpbComt)ntnebegantoex-obafklatjband

uk would take Couticilinto

theneq mmrnnivkt&z c tiirr

Hickey Director of Library member of Campus Council,
'made a morion lobuy the Performa,
stating, "I think that this is a good
rxirchasearidagoodprice"Councfl
voted 12:0:2 boy therstem.
The system; which costs $1245,
includes a fifteen inch color moni-toro- a,
8 megabytes of
dDurnon-

CD-RO-

RAM

-

M.

ariao

gigabyte hard drive.

please see COUNCIL, on page 4

Update
tesidental Search
KRI5TEN DEMALINE

Thursday evening, student meeting locations for the three upcoming
' '
Presidential visits were set
About fifty students have signed up for each sesswn. and according
to student representative Jantie Christensett '96, anyone who is interested can give us a call and teQ us so we can put their name on the list.
There is room for a few more pcooleat each meeting; we have a little
leeway. WewiHbesenanoticcsuier
Times and location are SttUows;
Tuesday.Feb. 20 8:00 PJLScovel Hall Room 105
ThuTsday;Feb. 22&O0PJ4. Scovel HaH Room 103
Monday, Fe. 26 - 8:00 PM. Wishart Hall, Lean
:" ;
Lecture Rooni
may notify
meetings
Students still mterested fit signing up for the
x3595.
reached
at
may
be
Christensen at x401 h And! Reinhart '96
.

,

What do these businesses have in common?
On Cue

Wendy's
Ponderosa
Pizza Hut

'

.

n

uSeufWness and long- -

:

front of the government?
The second way was to elect officials. "Who gets elected is crucial,"
said Carter. "I compare it to driving
a car on an icy road. Sometimes if
you steer one way, maybe the car
will torn that direction and maybe it
won't Or if you brakeatastop light
maybe the car will stop and maybe it
won't In die same way, we have
minimal control over our public officials once we elect them to office.
Yet our officials usually do what we
elected them to do. And what they
do in office as far as foreign policy
goes will govern whether or not they
stay there." Carter gave three examples of presidents whose stances
on foreign policy got diem elected
or reelected: Eisenhower's stance
on the Korean war. Nixon's stance
on the Vietnam war, and Reagan's
stance about cracking down on terrorists. Then he gave the example of
a foreign policy stance that failed to

something
Snyder

rWedorjhavefinancjburdK
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ask for," said Hurnphry about QLC'. ti
financial concerns, "and 4Jheyan.k
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that-aom-

ffi

think

arethftpntetjgwo
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Wsfajkig td strain thb

with grain atonal and new members

Sooe Wthejfpmraitfi
day to discuss and perhaps rule on
.Abe
aogerrQleJipr
to.doschoolworkJ!.v:-s.v-'- t
ieewented
..;
these concerns. '
Profes- Taylor,
Karen
advisor,
but
OntbejopictftheSaturdaymeet- Questions of the CrandeQ's new
t
i
GaiKlellsrjresefit staled that
member edocation process were ing. the
fGlA;tatedthat"I wouldntbe
were
raised by Rodda on Wednesday's it was an option event .There
advisor if Umeansbeipgamotherj
an
people
who
didn't
number of
meeting, with Rodda stating that ' aconte,"saidCununingsoftheevent.
or policeman." .
pus mat we don't think the group someone who had. been going
independent
Courtney Young
Humphrey '96,Inter-Gree- k
through the new member education Rebecca rep
can function. Then there are grada-tioCrandells, stated student member of GLC, statedthat.
the
for
council
down from mat." Rodda stated process had spoken to aim. The
ypnri)jjis committee Stakes a harder
of .those gradationa.
stand," none of the' problems that
,.VjT .r--ieqtrird 'activities UiYaadftM.AliHnnBV;
tCxUndatti a
she
new
has been bearing about for the
by
made
being
alcohol
Grain
creasing requirements on new mem-b- er after the new member education
years slie has been on the comfour
by
addressed
was
also
members
.
rjerk)dhadrn(W1.thatanirticany
education, or a warning.
- ...
Cummings, Pearson and Stewert "I mittee will be solved.
GLC did not make a decision or ineligible students were going
message
this
send
a
need
to
"We
comes
under
grain alcohol
though the process, that new mem-be-n think die
ruling on this issue during the Tuesscrewing around," said
yean
member
new
stop
(the
they've
something
bad been sent out of state to buy
day meeting.andu entire WednesJim Morse 97, IGC representative!
for grain alcohol, and class) done themselves." The
ingredients
up
dis
by
day meeting was taken
to GLC.
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continued from page 3

usually believe that 'What is good
fbrine is good far everyone" Carter
gave the examples of corporate interest groups, labor union groups,
fOf"fi""f of the two, and ethnic
groups as people who have directly
influenced foreign policy. "Interest
groups are very influential, particularly when only one side is presented, say, to Congress," Carter
said. "My wife has an example from
city nan SV raid, 'If city hall hears
fiftypecpkvoicmgaparucularopuv
ion doesn't matter what it is
they're going to vote for a. It could
be a resolution outlawing redheads,
but they'd do it." The second way,
which Carter called "as rare as a
thunderstorm in a desert," was mass
movements. Three recent, potent
mass movements came to mind: the
war movement, the

&

w
1

r

Q

and-Vietna-

photo by EKIC BAKXJN

Seta show their nest t snowy conditions

Betas Get Buff

Council

they run." He also added mat the
event was more publicized and that
"We do it far ourselves, not far mere seemed to be more people mere.
As preparations were getting unmyoneelse. We do it because it is
derway,
a man walking his dog apleader
student
Beta
radition," said
lason Rnodorff 96 of the twenty: proached. He inquired about what
leventh Beta ran. At approximately was going on, and was informed
the Betas were preparing for
II.00 FM, the atmosphere around that
annual run. His response was
their
with
heavy
appeared
amington
celebraoamirirarinnand nudity. ' "You mean where they run around
nakedT" Another voice in the group
The seuetary of the organi7atino
in the affirmative and the
replied
. J. T. Krone 97. tells the story .t
' man then said "Wow. I've gotta tee
behind the event In honor of his
birthday, aod a monetary incentive,, this!" That was the end of the conSrother Robert Herrick decided to versation because he and his dog
vn a lap around Annington Hall in bom disappeared to get a better view
he node. This first run look place of the proceedings.
w
An aninfT'ffffT
February 2. 1969. The following
ear, several other brothers decided idea what to expect or what to think
about this imminent event, but most
x repeat Henick's feat. Some years
ater, the Ron evolved to include cf the bystandm were carrying camHall and f"1!"1! eras and exuded an air of festivity.
laming to
Campus Security had been operathe Beta Song in the arch.
Krone explains what takes place. ing at me vicinity of Kaoke Hall
around nine tat evening, but were
he cnrrent practice is for the presi'
available for comment. Two
not
dent to decide on the day when the
though, were sighted
individuals,
is
place.
decision
take
The
unis lo
' carrying large water guns in the di- ouaDymacby ihreeo'ckxkintbe'
ifternooo on the chosen day. No iecnonof Annington.
tdVance plans are made. After me '
kciskMumade,ananDoancement
Watch Your Email
& issued and "Word fets around."
Poring tftearnalnaii of thee vent.
XENTON TRUBEE

.
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-

"r

Yoo forget about the cold. You run
at bat as yon can to Kaoke Arch, sag

.

e Song, and then ran back lo

Armingsan." The purpose of me Ran
it in (he spirit of tcadaion and having
fax. "We focus on having fun. It
breaks me monotony of winter."

Junior Scott Scbwarrwalder observed the entire event. He
on how the evem had evolved
since hat first year, noting that "It's
gotten more elaborate" since las first
year. "It used to just be running from
point A lo point B. This is the first
time Tve teen the formality before
com-men-

arxifecultwaildlDaetohBar
.

j

I xx

33 we plan our surcner
rti llsysar'. YxadlX

a'riii fi

rBoeiAalxifqjestuonnalrje
ttooucftyjurernall acxxxnt

arf

PamFreae' s email address
fcfese) ascpicHyaEpoasibLe
Fob. 18th) . Ttericsfcryour
tekx

continued from page 3

Council alio discussed tome unclear language in the Advisor contract and voted an the changes made
to the document, which is part of the
"Registering a Student Organization" packet.
vote to
Srrfder
aoopt me Aovuor uouran m ns
present form, and Council voted
12:1.-for the measure.
Wyche then reported on charter
committee's progress in revising
"Registering a Student Organization." He talked about how transitional status wiQ be eliminated, as

caa

0

well at changes in sentence structure
mat are being made to the document.
The committee is creating a "read

along." a

line-by-li-ne

m

nuclear freeze movement, and the
South African sanctions movemenL
They may be rare," Carter said,Mbut
when they do occur, they often drastically reshape the political landscape."
Cvicusly, concluded Carter, pub-

lic opinion hat a role in foreign
policy. Hit second question was,
"Should irT Carter first gave the
arguments against public opinion in
foreign policy. The first was that
"the average American is woefully

ignorantaboutiriMnatkaaffiurs,"
said Carter.One example: they don't

htUaUvv

where
II IP federal
IIFUIFvj ia.the
WUmw money
ivuvi ana
MM

budgcfgoesTCaraygawa
larty graph piece ot evKfcncetrom
a poll, whereby Americans claimed

that the VS. should be spending
about 5 of its budget on foreign
aid. but thought it was spending
15. The actual number turned out

to be 1 of the federal budget. Another example is many Americans'
ignorance about geography. Carter

tited statistics such as"14of adults
can't find the VS. on a map" and
"20 can't name one country in
Europe." Then Carter added that
nxxtAinericansdon'tread the newspapers at least, not for the news.
"Most Americans get their news
from TV. and yon don't get much
news in 30 minutes.' said Carter.
The second argument against public
opinion in foreign policy was that
Americans' opinions are highly
volatile, swinging very easily to one
position and then another.
ts
Carter then presented the
for public opinion in foreign
policy,which he believed were truer.
The first was that Americans know
enough about international affairs
to have clear, articulated opinions.
"In the long run, Americans may not
know where Nicaragua is, but they
have dear, concise ideas t bout what
we should do in Nicaragua. Who
cares if we don'tknow what's going
on in the world from day to day? We
know what we believe the US.'
role in various military interventions should be." The second argu-meis that public opinion actually
rarely changes; when it does, it does
so quite rationally. The third argu-me- nt
is that "Foreign policy opinions
argu-men-

nt

said Carter.
aftenubfic are centrist."
a

'
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1 nr. vst

tub vsm.--
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"The mere voices we get, the better our foreign policy turns out to
be," concluded Carter. "I am an avid
democrat small 'd.'"

SPECIAL SPRING SALE

guide 10 the

correct way in which to create a
They are also removaag the
Cor a letter of saacnt. and
they are also considering creating a
Tfcw Organization Packet" to aid
groups in their infancies on campus.

Pam Frese expressed a concern
about groups on campus made of
both students and townspeople, one
of which she is an advisor.
She saw the possibility that
would be kas Lkdy
to follow the rules of the College,
butotheraaembersof Council raised
the point that the group's officers
would take care of any insurrections
yfiiiii the group.
Ben Wachs 96, observing at the
meeting, describedhisown involvement with a group on campus composed both of college students and
com-mumrymeu-

from the College of Wooster Sales Office
Perforata 6214 Package
PowerMac 6214 Computer, Multiscan Monitor, Quad
Speed CD. 8MB RAM. 1GB Hard Disk, Tons of
Software
$1250.00

&ers

community members.
He said that the officers stress the
rules to any community members
that try to join, and be added that
community members can be ejected
from College property or issued a
letter of no trespass.

5300 CS PowerMac PowerBook
Color Screen, 8MB RAM, 1GB Hard Disk
$1995X0

Styiewriter Printer $199.00
REBATE of $150 on any Style writer
purchased with a Performs or Powerbook

Quantities Limited, No phone orders
cepted.
Call ext. 2252 for more information
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Wgoster Insight

StifceY!

Meet the Candidates, Already!

Students here at the College of Wooster can be smarter than we look'

apecfalTym the morning. But we knk awfully stupid when we stop to see

hat. given the ornortmuty to meet with the candidates for Wooster'a

presidcaicy.OPlyebootSOBtidFiiliBSTifidiip. People, thinkl We have been
rivea the chance to select the next Preside Cbpehm& then soondly reject
I; trim, end shoot 1200 ofastske a pass? Given the dlsaepcacy between the

;

students who have actually chosea to get fevolved.anbut50of asshould
feel awfully foolish right about now.
Formnatly. it at not too late! By pestering the appropriate people.
students can still opea ap the window of opportunity and snesk into the
living room of success, surprising the ad:iniHialion ofWooster, which is

psssedont drank on the conch of polycs (oh, cotik on people, h's late at
night, von caa't expect Byron herel) Jauife Chnstenson, ext. 4011, and
Ancfi Reiabart, ext. 3595, have made it very clear that there are stin some

taipiiTtfi8"rTf"'

can fin them.

So. do too want to meet Werner's next president, back when he's just
s any desperathr kxsrfng for job, because his rent is doe next month?

IWcyoalikeiolettherarinictaw

to address? DoyoawatttobemaposatoteUovstia
lives "I like this candkhne,and here's why!" If so, give Jamie and Audi a
csfl, because the more students involved the better.

Reporting on Elections

r

i

We are faced with hundreds of Axdswos each day SwcVcisk)OJsre

strsdforwardsuchsswhethertoeatp
to Kilt or Lowiy, or whether) check your mail once or six times a day.
Other derisions are more complex such m whether to grvebkxxl or not,
whether to sue the school or not, or who to vole forms camposefcetion.
For this reason, the Voice has decided to enter the world of candidate
for tfM ffprff""1! t"tw fclecikra.
The Voic win review aU the candirtars for SGA pendent. Campus
Then, in the
CoundlAtLarse.andifsraceanows.SOAvke-- p
issue sounediatdy preceding the. student
fndOTfffTOWt

lfMycdl

endots?CddfrjPs

endorsement win be based upon the majority deciskmcf the editorial boarf
and wifl include a detailed viewpoint as to the endorsement.
The Vote staff believes that this wfll pronwteabetterimderstaQdiiigor
are and what they stand for. Raiheimore, the staff
who the
believes that this wfll move campus elections out of the domain of
npnn rhrir qnalifica-popularity mntnTf Yr trtlTf1 f
uoos, views, and goals of their office.
These Hews represent the wtajority views of theedUoriat
board and mot necessarily the views cftheentires&fr
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Gala venting
t-'
rnenulityl
Be
, (
cause
feet so freelo .hack on
anvthingjhsi doesn't smack of ob--.
fittiishoes,:for.es
Gomeoni .vkxis egnlitaruinfcqn, .the implicaThe fun of Gala is that it is fantasy; tions that you're above . AH this
U'stnisweiidtinw warp; if anything , above' the miaVrs of the past
at an it throws the participants into .all prepress in the woridhaaledui to
circumstances niinoring a junior .. you and your onmisciem eye, here

Insight indeed. That little blurb
about Winter Gala thatranattne top
of the "Wooster Insight column
last week should have att of you
Whine."
feature totheoo
Thanks for jumping on that band-wagliberalism, mat
of hen-bestrange little vehicle whose passen-ge- rs
take themselves way too seriously and spare no verbiage m ten-in- g
the rest of the unen lightened
world how unfair (not to mention
"facisO anything sM everything
on

j.-.-AT-

--

tj.:

-

.

..

nighsdtocJ(h(wtCkxliortidka ;intheearI5Ifithas.rinrealy

prom) and encourages .to go bp
'
them to laugh at what. they; once- - my bpfcZ". 't.
r;
21Lii:t
precious thing
Perhaps
most
the
were a: 5
f
wehavetodaythatdidnotexiAGrty
Asfarasme"UTBKfci1tenitf4whit

ivrrsrrh

ness!thejexcht3tve waspishness," .4 yeagoisa&agifesenseortoier-- :

Peopte are always going to be
odds ovg something. and the ad--'
arecorcerned;acBepeoptejnstlinfc
in me shadows, waiting to pouncevamageltetothosewtocan handle
on anything that smells rarKKdy differences of
like traditionalism. You're going to n r mature way. Things don't change is
see what you want to see. WhileI'm , an hmant and whining about un-nknown to proclaim mat I have a i fairness 'and exclusivity.
general faith in Immanity, IJhave doesn't make Arm go away. Yeah,
enough foith to believe that the Gala 'tJ think Gala is lame; but that's no
andihe"yeMo-be-kinedrjatr-

M
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ty

ot

i mnn nrs more oecamv 1 nan w

I certainly dontthink
" Oalais evO, aldoagh
high heels just
;

MW

blood-alcoh-

in

high-scho- ol

.

at-eleven-thir-

it-or-tt--un

yi

oo-tor-an-
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1everyQcgqtta- -

implies that the attendees of. Gala
were pan of scm secret plot to trap
an the women ta pantyhose aid fll--,

tariaer1n?chiig
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c re

able to enter Lowry half-druthat night, wearing
jeans, a dirty tee shirt, and my
baDcap. and pouncing on the choco-lat- e
cake. There were no doormen
named Bruno, no "police" monitoring my ao or my
level, and no one had anything de- isnotfKrctivedbymestiidett
rogatory to say about when I took as an "exclusive" event, Ana w
my tost shower. "Great to see you were, attendance Twonld jtrop
here," several friends chimed, and tnarpry. . Jeaamg me ena 01 me
: JC.v
even though I only stayed long 'yearhrtradniOB,
bought
having
knew
for
my
cake;
I
.
Thanks
inhale
enough to
this was ao conspiracy. Oanspiracy that Utopian, liberaldocatioii
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If GaU were indeed A Bourgeois
Conspiracy" I would not have been
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Eaaeipl Jobtepasf the doOar. psiiuof breakup, but ,h wUj never
Ml waste inytiiiieierym
Wacns "Holiday Fat;die Birds"ar- - VsigiisaiidseewibUthe
either., Ben, U is time to "get out of
ticle;ernotjons ten me differently. . is. m toe case ox yaicnoneuBy
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Apparently Mr. Wachs does not ' appears due once again,Mrt.Wachs the bitter barn and getinto the hay."
It's
; Go ahead, take a chance.'
know nor understand the pure won- - "' is taking the easy road: ves, toyecan
.worth
worth
it.
think
is
dammit,I
it
hurt,
but
"signifia
der and amazement that
cart other" csa brag to a person. I the risks. A cymcalamtude toward
TrsvbJiGrundke'OQ
agree that Valentine's Day is rather ' caring, loyalty, devotion and love
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Febrnary 16,?

The following is the fifth article in the Voice's forum on racial and diversity issues here at the College
uiMauiuiuuuoivi iuwi'ijuu u,i,uH
f wooster. iwayne uavis,.ine lireciur u aiucuuu liuc, jo
, f
,
,w
Orum. iron two 01 ounooK ai uie vnupui ia&cuvw vrii iuu m ucahttou a
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JLPani ersof A Joke ljoneAllbo l,ar
he
Director of Residential life examining how problems can get started.
Thoughts from
--

;

:

If.

V;

re

wrong? Jon knew it was just a "harmless discrimination involve one person's trying to
joke" and rhe other guy did not. The young gain position over another, k fa at that front
man who did not know it was a joke had that we must fight this battle. Power is only
Why would I want to
IV
T
sought and received support. Jon had never valued when recognized by another; we most
said, "bad idea", he had even laughed and not recognize power gained through acts of
"
dismeeting
to
a
. criticism. Then I r"-discrimination, Do not give the power sought
occasionally initiated the conversation indicuss the very issue about which I was being
would
be
the
be
chance
given
the
individuals who commit oppressive acts.
cating
that
by
askedtowriie. The openness wirh which the
'
often lesser acts of bias, telling a victimToo
aggressor.'
fhanaftlinaif fa fHfrwfaiw tppfrf fnra im
The individual's obligation fa to confront izing joke, eliminating or omitting a person
ful of my reticence to state my opinion a tion, or age.
public forum. It was at that meeting that I : Once a discriminating label is used, it then and devalue acts of discrimination or bias. In from participation, or verbal comments which
..,
decided to write this column.
has to be validated. Validation fa sought or confronting this issue we must confront all make one feel unwelcome are written off as
stupid but harmless behavior.
forms of victimizing bias and discrimination.
Xenophobia.
Sexism. created and stereotypes are born. The stereoRacism.
African-Americnot
should
. When placed on a continuum oppression
male
gay
A
names
for
Homophobia.
all
types are taught and passed on in myth by
attitudes, or deeply entrenched conrictions, various institutions such as schools, families, have to choose between the gay community begins with what are often considered harmcommunity for his less acts and ends with physical violence or
regarding the inferiority or value of another and religious organizations. At first these and the African-Americwoman
should not death. Cay bashers often begin by telling
international
person because of a single unchangeable charfeelings ofbias are used to intimidate, then to support. An
comirnraarional
the
choose
between
to
simple one line jokes. They then move on to
have
acteristic. There are other forms of prejudice hate. and. as they grow to justify injury or
her
for
movement
women's
driving
by gay ban to yell comments, then
the
munity
and
For
the
above list.
that could be included in
murder.
speech
a
in
at
Gloria
Steinem.
progress
support.
to throwing objects at persons susseen
example, a student recently told me about
have
students
I
who
have
At Wooster
"hat-ism- ",
the dislike of people who wear told a victimizing joke only to be confused Wooster said. "Until the rights of the smallest pected of being gay and then in some case to
stubaseball caps. The
later when their friends do not approve of the of us are protected, the rights of the largest of murder. Our only hope is to alter this path at
dent was concerned about a grade which he more significant act which followed. For us are in danger." As long as men tolerate the very beginning.
Do not laugh at victimizing jokes, which
believed was negatively impacted by the prejuexample, a young man heard his friend say. harassment of women, they are directly validice of his prof essor against people who wear "The only reason you are mad is because I was dating harassment as an acceptable human are the most common act of bias in our community. Confront them, let the teller know
hau in class. Most people feel that they have the one whom she asked to walk her home." behavior which may turn on them.
In most public forums, responsibility for that he or she loses your respect when these
experienced some form of prejudice. Feeling Jon and his friend had often joked privately
we deserve something, for which we have about now they wanted to get their female eliminating or confronting acts of bias and comments are made. Ten that person that it fa
only through respecting others and celebratworked hard and feehng that we have not been friend alone after a few beers. The young man discrimination is placed on the msrifnrion,
ing difference that your respect will be gained.
treated fairly creates frustration and result in was confused because he felt that he had The institution, however can only make poli- . clearly communicated with Jon how he felt cies against sack aca and enfcre those poli
anger.
The question at hand fa,"Do acts ofbias and about the possibility of forcing himself on cies when violaticosjrejepcrted. . As indj-- rnnn W " two fi flpT
discrimination occur at Wooster?" Tefl me their friend. They had talked in detail about viduals we have a far greater ability and re-Dwayne Davis is the Director of Residen-io- r.
they don't and I will laugh. Tell me that there taking advantage ofher and they had both said sponsibffity to influence attitudes andbehav- of
acts
premise
that
accepts
one
the
If
fa a way to eliminate them completely and I that this was what she wanted. So what'
; tialLtft
u
win laugh harder. My laughter will be sarcastic and sad. The desire to be in control is as
nature and our culture as
inherent in fur"
the rhythm of our breathing, ma competitive
environment, people seek reasons to evalnate
themselves as better than others and to find
ways to oppress. These reasons are often
based on one's race, gender, sexuality, educa-

When asked to contribute an article on the
issue of racism I first hrtitiffd an thought,

,

Anti-Semitis-

t1

an

m:

an

baseball-cap-weari-

ng
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Those Lonely Leaders

rfi-- :

lttefsbhtinued

t

1
me tdyoodax)cgh my findings, step
Sometimes the true importance of things
-step.--r-Christo'
the
fact
onrybecoines apparent after
first few
my
spent
fanagfa
only
As
natural.
examplf.,
I
couldn't
'
for
Corornhos.
pher
members
of
which
see
checking
minutes
;
to
aa
of
fe
much
how
i
L
benjamin VVacfaS
effea the discovery the Voice staff, who had to sort through all
those Vtlcaines, acts!ly received one. Out
America wrxOl have co worUculTOTCa
after the first fast food restaurant opened. of a3 the people who work for the Vote. - at
- prz.'ii rr,-.tnz?M
ovrnr.rr-...X',-Alexander Graham Bell had no Idea what sort least, thatl know. only three received them.
wi
mm 1
Timmil MW (mtl
of world Lis new invenzion would prompt
History
MocItalannorc. until after somebody gave his aodal security tor. aad he sent ii to himnrJf, so it doesn't
We. th Executive Board Of tie Clack Ss- - - spirit ofXLxk
dents Association, art submitting this letter for Mrv Penrod to impose bis own personal number to the phone company. The man who ': reaby coont. The second was our Assistant
first used sarcasm did not guess bow misun- ' Features Editor, Sarah Fehske, and when
soch
performances
obtain
to
aecesMry
finds
he would be until after Travis you're a supermodel Lie she is. having
derstood
1996
stated m the February 2,
fame at The
unprofessional as well as inappropriate for Grundke wrote a letter to the Voice. The list
on the cover of TWO (count 'em)
Wooster Vote. Found oa the front page of
i " campus public3ons,what more can one ex- -.
r
Itj
this fasne fa s ooce from Vice President of istndeot 1leader
foesoa.
?
-- -- ul
As for me, I certainly cannot claim to have peer? The third was our Assistant Editor,
coflege
this
iiienbers
as
of
resrxsible
We.
as poignaraarealization as those above. I myself, and I voluntarily discount mine, behad
and I vohmteer to do it for only a hundred
have been thinking a great deal, however, cause I couldn't possibly want to bear from
dollars." This comment was made in refer- - - conwnnmry, feel that such darnagmg coro-enIn about last weeks Valentines Day fasne of the ' someone classless enough send me a
to a request for funds by the Men of inents cannot be overlooked or tolerated.
andorcon-Wonien- 's
questi
are
ifthere
e
future.
message in the Voice . So really, out
Voice, and have come up with a heretofore
Harambee.BlackSiiidents' Asaociation.Black
S.G-about
the
ccrn,
froia
o"cen
Voice staff, only one person
the
entire
theory.
of
undiscovered
Organization and Deha Phi Alpha:
funding. : like aDinirx)rtamtheorie3,norie emerged received any Valentines Day messages. nmiiintiaii wm inkkf fnnds tn merit or necessity of organirnrional
wo toe
Surprised by this finding. I decided to look
after examining the evidence at hand. The
bring a cultural enrichment activity to the mey snouia oc aam
retnoHi
allocation mee-infunding
fa
the
at
present
who
evidence, in this case, fa the four pages of atSGA. Again. I was amazed. Not a single
campus for Black History Month.
We also take exception to the voicing of Valentines day messages that students en this member of the SGA Cabinet, including the
comments in a public forum such as the campus sent to one another. I was examining Tweedle-Duthese
and Tweedle-De- e
of
belittles
merit
statement
the
Penrod's
Mr.
S.G-funding allocation meeting. The fact these messages one morning while in a sleep
Cameron T never said it -- really!"
and considerable amount of time and effort
depraved -- 1 mean, deprived - state, when I Flint and Stephen "I didn't mean it - really!
the Harambee Youth organization devotes to that these comments were supposedly "huus
gives
jest"
"in
only
or
made
morous"
noticed something unexpected. Startled, I Penrod, received a Valentines Day message.
promoting cultural pride andawareness among
concern.
cause
for
additional
theS-Cthat
checked my findings, sure that I was wrong. Very few members of the Senate d id either. In
suggest
AfrKarn Americans. To
But the more I checked, the more certain I fact, not a single significant senator received
offKers mentioned in the above excerpt have
The Executive Board
became, until the truth glared out at me like
the skin and ability to perform as these dancBlack Students" Association
please see LEADERS, page?
Stan Hales saying "You're going to sue us?"
ers ou is both insulting and disgraceful to the
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JLeaders.

Angry People Wear Buck Boots
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Now I was curious. .What about Campos
kxnbcvi uoce agam, as tar as i couia teu, not
a single member of Campus Council received
a Valentines Day message. What about other
student leaders? Our two representatives on
the Residential Search Committee, Jamie
Christensen and And! Reinhart, didn't re-. Im .Ian
tmmmA AvmiAi 1
-Chair of
whileJamie is general
The Editor of the Goiiard.
ZachVeilleux, didn't receive one. and neither
(lid the editors of the Pot (unless they have pet
names). The President of Wooster Hillel
wasn'trnCTtioned.artdreitherwastheheadof
the Wooster Christian Fellowship. Donna
Granderson recei ved one,but this is only after
she retired as president of the Black S Indent's
.

mmm mmmm.

J-Bo- ard,

S).

man-agerofWCW-

These findings poured over me until,
stunned. I realized mat there was one inescap-

able conclusion to be drawn from the
dence at hand: ...

evi-

--

Student Leaden are lonely.

.

It is an open question, of course, as to
whether being a student leader makes one
lonely, or whether lonely people become sn
dent leaders. I hope someone does an LS. on
this point. But the important thing to realize,
here and now. is that our campus has a problem; our leaders are lonely, and lonely leaders
do stupid things, like riding around with Ar- . kansas stale troopers and savins' "She's cute.
pull her over. We don t want anything Lie
that happening on our campus (and rumors
say that certain high ranking members of the
WoosterVcJixiieerhktwork have already been
spending time in the new Ganlt Security Jeep),
and so we'd better do something about it fast.
Aflerconsafrtfionwfch several sttidcm lead-

ers, getting their feelings on the subject, I
think that the best way to handle the situation
; is to give It to Bob Rodda's Office of Student
' Activities. - Think about: - they produce the
, IxadershipHan(2xx)kanduStudentLeadcr
Konnwi wnv nrv mm rarnn hmm im xni

Egwslrr died wiS

they could pet est a
.

anoirjrnX)uspersoraiacjiromvsrKsiaaent

-

leasers.-- 1

can see tsem now: nLonery auA

cds of psrLc ikt.:.37 procrjrc, seeking sexy
Campus Council member who resSy knows
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"Desperately seeking senator looking for a
Voice reporter who loves to interview into the

"
wee hours of the night" ;;
- Head of campus religious organization
wants to sin like crazy! Can you help?" '

It could work. It would sure beat counseling, and people have wanted our Features
Editor, Rachel Pope (who is a single white
female, medium height, with slender build,
and into yellow roses) to start a gossip section
for some time. Mr. Rodda, the ball is in your
'
:
- ;'"
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a Vakntines Day message, with the exceptwo
of James Hervey, who got one from his frater-

A fewFriday's ago I almost wem to prison artick of doming right there.) I didn't break in I suppose, to indmidate me into going '
away. I walked over to him, not wanting to
because of a confrontation regarding the her nose at this point because I convinced
mauroom. It started with a couple cozied up myself that if I got arrested Td probably fall take refuge in distance, and responded by
mtnnate perusal of behind on IS, which of course is the very saying in as calm a tone as I could that "It does
Meg!iHan i , in
lwm. fascinating mis-- thought that goes through the mind of every not take me world's greatest force of logic to
realize that standing in the entry way to the
sive over the recycling bin. Yes, that one right angry person looking for a fist fight when
mail room is not a good idea at this hour." To
inside the door of Lowry that makes every confronted with the possibility of violence.
My point here is one that goes farther than this, he responded by saying "exactly," which
one's life difficult right around meal time.
(Maybe this is the time to point out that the the behavior of three people in Lowry Center -- makes me wonder if lie heard what I said, and
his female friend made her first contribution
recycling bins are all exactly where they were on a Friday afternoon. I find it problematic
thatour underlying cultural assumption is mat by saying "Oh, don't cry." I confess that at
twoyearsago when Courtney CasweQ-Peyto- n
and some of her friends went on a small and .; my clothing indicates some sort of a state of v this point I once again abandoned the course
useless crusade to make her life easier, but base anger rather than the weather outside. of going away and leaving it alone. I got up
maybe not.) After I had tripped over each of Even more, I wonder how two people who into her face and asked her if I was crying.
"Well, there's obviously something wrong
them (and watched the person in front of me ; couldn't have a confrontation with roe with-with you," she said, secure in her assumption.
cursing at me, making fun of my clothing,
do the very same thing) I said "Do you sup'
were
they
"Yes,
I'm angry. It's a common problem
thought
pose maybe the two of you could do this and calling me a name
' these days." This was intended as a commencourtesy
in
and
lesson
me
teach
going
a
way."
Had
to
else?
the
in
You're
somewhere
this couple come up to me afterwards and said i what it is that made them think that their tary not just on my personal emotional state,
"Hey, look, we're sorry we were in the way, behavior was somehow more acceptable than but on the larger social climate which led to
but we object to the way you responded to us," . mine. I hope that these two people read this. j this incident I was willing to let it go after her
:jr--i-:
"
I hope their friends male friend called me a bitch. ' I was also
i
this story might have
read it and show k willing to walk away after responding to his
a
had
constructive
An unfriendly encounter with
to them because attempt to mtimidate me, but somewhere in
result. Unfortuthey went to lunch our cultural code is written a need to perceivas..
College Wooster students
nately, the response
and told the story weakness in your adversary, and apparently
to my comment was
shows that while we can't
these two weren't willing to give up Until
of the awful per"Why don't you shut
people,
stupid
actually
km
,
they'd found some.
so
was
son
who
I
up, bitch?" and
behind
"WeU, that's obvious. Look at the way
because we would
rude to them. I
made a mental note
hope they write a you're dressed," she said to me, making me
we should try not
on our
to remember that eloLetterto the Editor, wonder how these two people would have
quent individual beto make snap judgements
and tell me I'm responded to me if I hadn't been wearing a
fore moving into
we meet
those
about
wrong. I want to motorcycle jacket Oh, and it has a chain on
Center
Lowry
be wrong. I don't it (You never know, of course. She could
Lounge to peruse the
little love notes from the people to whom I want to believe that they were responding to have been referring to the rubber duck boots.
owe money. I heard a voice in my ear say my clothing instead of what I sakk I don't There's an
say excuse me want to believe that they think the way to ten article of clothing right there.) I didn't break
"why don't you just f
w
someone that they object to her behavior is to her nose at this point because I convinced
next time?"1 caHherabitch.
mtmmm
I want to believe that they are myself that if I got arrested I'd probably fall
MWI WIW
IMNiuj SMUnm mmm
the couple I had just tripped over looking at the kind of thinking, reasoning individuals I - behind on IS. which of course is the very
me with expressions of petulant anger. "Yes? want to encounter here at the College of thought that goes through the mind of every
' Is there sotnething else?" the male (I didn't Wooster. Right now, it doesn't appear that angry person looking' for a fist fight when
exactly get an introduction) asked me, hopthey are, and this is an invitation to tnent to- - 'Confronted who the possibuity of violence,
ing, I suppose, to mtimkfate me into going prove nie wrong onceand for alL I hope it gets ." My point here is one that goes farther than
v
away. I walked over to lam, not warning to an answer.
.behatlot of Jhree people in Lowry Center
3.
LastFridayIalnKtwetoprtsOTf2?caf
Friday afternoon. I Cad it problematic
take refuge in distance,' and responded by
sayii!gmucalmatoasIcouUaHat"bdoes
ofaconfrontation regarding the maUroom. It thatourundertying cultural assumption is that
not take the world's greatest force of logic to , started with, a xpaple cozied, cpjn intimate my clothing indicates some sort of a state of.
rather than the weather outside.
realize that standing in the entry way to the perusal of some fascinating mwsro
people who
maQroctnunotagoodkleaatthishour." To recycling bin.-- Yes, that one riht inside the Cvtmcxerwotkka faow-tw- o
have aconfrontstkm with me wia-- ;
n't
this, he responded by saying"exactly," which. door of Lowry that makes every .one's
msies me wonder if hekeard what Iiaid,zrJ; difHci n- - around meal tone, tfllaybe thjs
facf my clothing,.
cauing-me-ana
taey were;
name
rus tcmlriccamacDer urccctriour
Bougu
uttnetopcomociiasiiuerecyciJigoins
by saying "Oh, don't cry."r I confess that at are all exactly where they were two years ago . going to'teach me a lesson in courtesy
that made them think that the
this poim I once aamsiandoned the course of going away and leaving n atone.-- 1 gctm btf friend wem
sade to make bex Efe easier, bet maybe noO exiDioticK hcpe thA t&9 two people read this.
her if I was cryicg
into her face and
rWea, there's ooviouy something wrong - After I bid trin cw each ctf them XsmJs
with i .v.,--- yoo."watched the person inJtomcmedo theyeryia because Jhej went to hmch and told the story.
"Yea, I'm Sflgry.iiJt's.a; cccraio
these daysJ. This wasimerjdeds$accMiea- - two of yon could do this somewhere else? As? hope they write a Letter to the Editor and teU
tary not just on my personal canotionai state, You're in the way Had this couple come up roellm wrong. J want to be wrong. I don't
to ine afterwards and said Hey, look, we're want to believe that they were responding to
but on the larger social climate which led
frimrvvt I was willing toletkgoafkrher, sorry we were in the way, but we object to tbe.v my clothing instead of what I said., I don't
male friend called me a buclw I was also way you responded to us," this story might want to believe that tney Uunx tne way to leu
someone that they object to her behavior is to
willing to walk away after responding to his have had a constructive results Unfortunately,
attempt to intimidate me, but somewhere in the response to my comment was "Why don't caU her a bitch.. 1 want to believe that they are
our cultural code is written a need to perceive you shut up, bitch?" and I made a mental note the kind of dunking, reasoning individuals I
to remember that eloquent individual before want to encounter here at the College of
weakness in your adversary, and apparently
.
moving
into Lowry Center Lounge to peruse Wooster. Right now, it doesn't appear that
these two weren't willing to give up until
the little love notes from the people to whom they are, and this is an invitation to them to
they'd found some.
1 owe money. I heard a voice in my ear say
prove me wrong once and for all. I hope it gets
& "Well, dial's obvious. Look at the way
say excuse me an answer.
you're dressed," she said to me, making me "why don't you just f
wonder how these two people would have next tune?"
responded to me if I hadn't been wearing a - I lost my temper. I turned my bead and saw
motorcycle jacket; Oh, and it has a chain on the couple I had just tripped over looking at
it (You never know, of course. She could me with expressions of petulant anger. "Yes?
have been referring to the rubber duck boots. Is there something else?" the male (I didn't
Meghan Gray is a Production Assistant for
exactly get an introduction) asked me, nop-There's an
the Voice
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MattkewsproBfie poet
didn'tkaowexactly
.who is the author cf . graduated I
;
1 went u
so
was.
it
boots bwclmdUg Selected

WlT,iam

a

and

jot

me

that stage in your E2e
I started writing poems and I
thought this k the first firing that I
have ever done that is the emotional
and jntcTVrfgii etnuTalcnt ofcoating out ofa gym when you've used
all yonr energy. ..The writing of
poems called on resources that I
didn't know I had. or in some cases
didn't have. and needed to delve an.

in- -

1969-199- 1,

Foreseeable Futures, ccsm 10
WoostertUs week msm pan ofthr

Wilson Visiting Fellow program.
During his visU he mltended classes,
heldgromp discussions, mnd gave a-- '
'

'

''

tV

"

Matthews received his graduate
degreefromTaU Vnhersttjandhis '
masters degree from the Unhersuf"
of North Carolina mt Chapel HUL '
Currently, he ism ptcftssorofEn-gUsh eCiry College New Tork,--the has also ktughtm Columbia -UntversUy and the Universities of :
Michigan, Iowa and Houston. He
has received awards from the National Endowment for the Arts as
well as the Guggenheim, Ingram
Merrill, and Rockefeller found

,
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wfaeaIwenttocolkge.TlnMlwen
MitfWws
10 a liberal am school, bacanae they
aDow yon. indeed encourage you, . school winch is the classical delayaottoknowrightaway; I took fc that ing tactia. Wheal was m graduate
I was allowed to goof off a Hole, and school I was studying Haaauue and
equivocate and not chooae for a I thought, web, I love reading and I
fix reading ceramlnoks of cxia- while,
came
when
summer
I
asm and scholarship, but I don't
the
bone
la
to get money for the next year I want to do this. I doat want to teakus
worked for a newspaper. So I knew for a career as a scholar.
;

'

thia banket of snow is cover- -

jpg the ground, which ci:iitfancswim

'

tbeckmktheairtoghethecanipus
a sad hoOcwaess. The cold eats' "the Wooster community. - But
right through even the stiffest
Polariec to freeze any student un--' enjoy" KssysthM (here are realry
fvrtiwatf
to be sauggEng only three pr four aunaauy academic
fioaawind-wmndcraiicto ' programs in Oreece oCered aaaoa

fj
ry
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being actually
remains of
nuuerial
tieaextf to the
thee uniue you a
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please see POET, page 9

ckl aid, ao it's going to nave to be
really good., .Otherwise, I'm
screwed."

coutse, more cicitiwg to him thsn
celebrity watchingfathe history the
tonrlofTrTS.Ehe stopping at"thesiie
of the crossroads, the place where .
three roads meet, wbem Oedipus is
said to have kilVd his father T aioa." .
ThewhokideaseemstothrinFaikner
snore than old Murphy herself.
Woosaak-Greecekstmnxruit-t-

nj

as

:

tan-Vasaa- rV

-

fogthcAkroprs.arVtingthatinan
earlier year.they al spotted one of
the sous of "Murphy Brown. Of

C
icyKaoke.
vandadds.Tthinkoorsisdie
B l' r '
Tbe cold at far, far away from u rbeaL"'
fi;iniith much inter-estbnirff
standing' before them, walking
fa
completely
PtOaer's boast aot
Professor Thomas Fa&nera cozy
'
already been indicated. Most
office, where he proncfly displays ' wnfbiawirrT Munry through word around theoytouching thecal there
has is Gjuita simply a tprcial intensay of the committed at mk date are
moem. Woosav-iaheec- e'
photographs of a happier, wariner
.Classical Studies majors, but the
time. The siisfrnii' at me pk tiar 1 "aOracted studeias from colleges as that is booi Intellectual ana
c
program k open toand accessible to
physical
from
comes
that
ebrcwnandsiai4aulLed.notnx,'p'd
and Mary and tional
all good, and interested students.
culture.
asaterial
with
tact
a
havotves
one of those tacky duwutowa
The prograaf
ning salons, but from actual ntroope of 12-2- 2 soaieutt who five . : (cADoaer fafiOed wim storiesabout John Oswald 98,adoubk major k
Classical Studies and Archeology,
a'tAvertogeflHfbrsUrweeks;:
(ImigiDe that!) They are glowing
'
speaks
has already signed up, saying, Tm
Ifc
Oniece.
Greece.enjovedwtm
md smiling, sod no wonder, they're viiicng toe famous sites of
really
excited about it, mostly be- -;
thingsl
trip
cnoorowaWoosteronetadefootfav
the
rums
among
the ancient
of AnkTcher
landing
y
sprint of approximately a cause it will give me the chance to
Greece. While he shows dndes two week stay in Athens raceme these pictures Fa&ner is smiling andavisittoIstaabul,Turkey. Par--: hundred yards at the ancient site of go overseas for the first time. It's a
really good program.1 Oswald k
once again, because be knowi iheH tkapsntsm the trip are more than Otympia. where the winner's reolmost looking forward to seeing
crown
naturally,
a
was,
of
ward
students,
'just tourists. They're alto
soon be going back.1
up
Istanbul. He notes the one downas
eyes
light
he
His
leaves.
ive
Wooster-in-Greec-e
himself
ofFalkner
taught
by
Professor
being
-'
is
fered this summer for the ninth time in two iuau departmental courses. describes seeing Boris Yeltsin tour-- side to the tripe "There's no finan- 1

.

. ,

:

ost

ill nwind in
period
which I met Russ was in my gradu- attached yean. Iknow more people
from that period of my life than I do
from my undergraduate period.
I think the older yoo get the more

tn Imwuiahinm- - TImi
fnllmmm
Tbe
college friendships.

.

Greece

Thefaintenseand the pace is breath'
less, with clasaes, museums, sites,
and lectures encrglird daily by me
changing location of the group.

in history.' It has been sponsored
every two or three years since 1973.
and this marks Professor Falkners
fifth erpcc?irion, FaHaercoiiuiwiai,
niove all the things I do as a part of

WoostLrm-Oreecebthecoelaa-

-f
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The S1111 is 0M;uiffi
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ee anything from him.
thing yon know we were doing it
We printed it ourselves and we
together. This is the person who is
financed
it ourselves. By financing
He
Russell
Banks.
the
novelist
now
did the fiction and I did the poetry. it by ourselves I don't mean that we
I read an the poetry, and at a certaia bad the money. We didnt. We both
pointlthought,mthat way that only had small children and no money,
year old: bat what we agreed to do was put it
so arrogant twenty-fiv- e
male can do. I could do better than out and try to make as much money

k

SARAH FENSXE

-
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turns.

going into?
William Matthewr. I don't dunk
I knew Cor sore what I wanted to do

'

eke I had ever done had been. I
thought well this is great. I want 10
do this ..
Then ofccorae, there was the problem, how ant I going to pay for it.
canse nobody else wiH7 Bat it was
all rigbc I realized ft was like being
a musician, I would have to have a
dayjobv
RFi Yon rncnrinnrri the literary
magazine yon started with Russell
Banks: tell us about the experience.
.How did you find submissions for
the magazine? Finances? Matthews: We were foolhardy.
We sent out some mail to writers
that we admired and said. "Do you
want to submit to us?" Russ wrote
aleoertoNccmaaMaikr.andMailer
us n postcard that said roce

na

Rachel Pope- -. How did yum plana
evolve through coDege?r What did
you begin wanting and thea end op

--

, So

:

rending- -

back light away on sales, and then
not bricg out the next issue until
we'd paid for the fast one. We
financed it the way middle class
people finance Ee from one pay-check to the other. - .
'
RF: Are you sCl in touch wia '
: "j-Banks?
"
' '
Ok yeah.
. Matthews
; RF: It's neat that you've nan-- ,
aged to maintain friendship wia
him after an these years. It'sespe-daD-y
of interest to us aa college
students, because for the first time
. moor lives we're beginnisg to realize just how temporary things can
be. What do you think it is in life
that we end upholding onto?
Matthews: I mink that you give
up a kx when you're in college. I'
mink for some people it's very important to do that, even if it makes
them feel that aome of the things
they are losing are worth mourning
and are difficult to leave behind.
Probably you're going to wind up
living aome place that you didn't
come from. You go to seek you're
fortune, whatever that means these
days. The high school friendships
that were so powerful and important
.well, most of them die while you're
atcodege. They start to erode fairly
quickly and not many of them sur- - .vive at an.. Then the next set or

of (his. Based on what evi
Soafrierjdcf mmearjdlstarteda
It would be more dence I had ao idea, bat pertape it
to say thtt he wanted to , helps 10 have a Bale tat swagger

izrt what I wanted to do had l
thing to do with writiDf and ink and
seadkcaad forth. Bythetktel
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MegToth 97. another Classical

Studies mirior who also highly touts
lheprograra.eTrairtt"rddefaiitery
be going if I had the money. . It
should be realty good; you get a lot
of field workia. You're dsome- thing every day. so it's very intense.". She sounds very wistful as
she adds. 1 really want to go." And no wonder,its impossible to
took at Professor Falkners photos
and not want to go. Tbe sky is dark
blue and the, Mediterranean is
flecked with goLL The students are
beaming as they stand in classical
archways of famous buildings and
soak up riistory....This k a far cry
from taking a Greek course over in
Kauke; and not an experience to
miss.
.. For additional information talk
to Professor Falkner (exL232Q) or
show up at the introductory meeting
on Tuesday. February 27th at 530
in the Faculty Lounge at Lowry.

t

Through the Eyes ofGordie McCreight
Wooster. He says, "It's taught me thatpolitics
play into things here mote than you might
expect" McCreight sometimes feels as if
he's op against a brick wall because of how
attached people are to the way they do things,
Bat although it may be frustrating at times,

KARL ROBILLARD

ForGordMcCdght,theaxdilarof

:

the worklreriownedPOT,produc and director of the brand new recycling video, president of the Geology dub and active member
of the Outdoors Club, life has been a pretty
cool journey which began back in his whirlwind preschool days. He had some crazy
times back then. ftft"flFMT.nea?",'Wff
bis preschool on fire. Headds,Unintfaition-all- y
of course." Growing up in the greater
San Francisco area and also spending a year
in Switzerland and Germany. Gordon, better known as Gordie, has brought with him
to Wooster a unique perspective on movies,
entertainment and life in generaL
Like me, I'm sure that most of you have
spent many dinners or lunches flipping
through the colorful centerpiece that decorates every table in both Lowry and
dining halls. I'm talking about the
POT, Wooster's comprehensive guide to
weekly entertainment and activities. This
publication is the work of Gordie and his
fellow creative genius Lisa Foote 96. The
idea of roiXTxtacirig the POT occurred to
them while they were hiking through the trails
of Arizona with the Outdoor Club last year
over spring break. The combination of
Gordie's knowledge of video equipment and
Lisa's experience as an art major gives the
POT a unique blend of the arts and technol-

and has enjoyed his year as coeditor

Another highlight in Gordie's career at
Wooster is die recycling promo, which pro
miered last Saturday night before the movie at
Mateer. He was approached by Woody Shew
of
98 and Nathaniel Barr 98,
EGOS, to come up with a video to promote
recycling. After pondering it over the winter
break, he finally decided that it should be
filmed at a party. This worked out well for
him because he was able to accomplish two
goals simultaneously, producing the video
and living it up at a raging party in Monyer
co-organi- zers

House.

Kit-tred- ge

gerjeral, when he is not slaving away at LS. or
furkmsly printing out the POT, he fn
self doing plenty of biking, hiking and back
packing in the United States and beyond.
As a senior Gordie is embroiled in his
Independent Study thesis. He says "Senior
LS. has been die biggest triaL It is just so all
encompassing." Other than LS. and his slightly
annoying first year roommate, Gordie has
enjoyed all mat he has done here at Wooster.

far away from Wayne County. Plan A is to
sublet his sister s apartment in Eugene,
while she works in Alaska. Plan Bis to
move to San Francisco and video tape a theater conservatory. Plan C, the one he favors
trie inosUstoopenamgita video company in
Jtew York or Chicago with DiUaa Legget and
ke Stifet. two former College of Wooster
HecornmHits,TmpcirMchofacxTiplaTner.
'students.'
IlaroiKvvhadanyproblems." Butifhecould
AfkraU these years, Gordkhasgottohave
change anything? I'd worry less about fake some advice for us, so I asked rum to netp us
that he really could not advise
problemsandccwerniatemoreonfe
1 His sophomore year was probably his fa--r Seiiicnbecause they are
the underclassmen, he said,
he hadn't declared a inajory
and fear of LS. was far into the future. HowGet involved, honestly. I know this sounds
ever.at the same time he enjoys being a senior cheesy but k makes the time here more valu-wi- th
X
Also, don't smoke too much pot."
connections all over campus.
y
sneaks up on Gordie and the - Thanks, Gordie; we won't forget you as you
As
workL
rest ofthe class of 1996, he has come up with ventureout mto the dark and

much cChis valuable time perfecting this form
of Wbu uews, it i ccMwiae he dunks ffs a
great medium for experimentation; I like it

iUr

This Week die Chinese and History departments, in
coniunction with the office of the vice President for
Adadcxms Affairs presents

Feb. 19
in Douglass Hall Lounge
4 p.m.
N

Lean Lecture Room, Wednesday
7:30-9:0-

MUiteirJOimensions of China's
Modernization

Interview with a Visiting Poet

-

What do they do with language that other
things cannot?
Matthews: One should say that being a poet
rather than a novelist is a matter of temperament. I'm a sprinter. A novelist is a miler.
Although I was much moved by and influenced by a lot of fiction, particularly as an
undergraduate,it's just not whatrmeqmpped
to da
You tend to like an activity that smiles at
you and says. Ton won't be bad at mis."
Whereas when I tried to write some fiction,
and I did, it looked at me and said. There,
there you poor dear.
There's a terrific pressure and speed in
poetry; an extraordinary amount of energy
(bar's stored and released in a very small
space. These things interest me a great deal
aboutpoetry.make im panofteerctic appeal
of poetry to me; what makes poetry sexy,
what makes k fun. Yon have to have that kind
of love I think for a novel. If I spend a week
or two trying to get a poem right, and I faiL..
weuTve wasted two weeks of my lifeandl've
learned something by not quite getting the
poem right. Imagine writing a novel that
doesn't work. You spend a year. I don't
mean that poets are more fickle than novelists, I just think that we have shorter attention spans.

p.m.

--

his field. He said, "The geology department
isrealrygood. The teachers care and there is
an incredibly tight group of core students." In

language as a poet rather than a novelist.
Why? Arc poems more effecu than fkakm?

0

Arthur Waldron, from the Department of East Asian
Studies at Brown University and the U.S. Naval War
College, to speak on

T

you know what you're going to wind up
doing, and you begin to make friendships
based on love of the same obsessive things.
Those friendships are more likely to test than
friendships that were perhaps more personal,
that had less to do with snared interests and
drives and more to do with just simple mutual
affection. For example, a playwright and a
lawyer are more likely to drift apart because
their professional worlds will intersect less
frequently. This doesn't mean they've repudiated each other's values or something dramatic like that. It's just affection survives on
nifnff ytwi their otwemwn leads the" off
in a direction where other people sharing the
same obsession.
In orderto take on new affections, you have
to clear some space; you have to unplug some
old ones. I think that's one of the things that
college is good for. We think of college as a
place where we take on new things. I would
also describe k as a place where we lean to
give up old things and learn to have enough
energy to take on the new things. I think that
it's an important part of the rite of passage.
Big powerful things happen during that period, and some of them are things that you
agree to let go. agree to forget These may
be very valued things, but lots of things are
very temporary, including, finally, life itself.
RP: You've chosen to apply your love of

kdy

--

a !m.wn-becaatumpmpttUftmkwtaM cuingttimseiapu
He has found supportand friendship within

on the cover, and I like to try and entertain
people."
The POT not only informs Wooster's gen-era! student body, it informs Gordie about

on

mid-Ma-

1

If you're wondering why Gordie spends so

ur-eg-

How-vcritebecat- ise

I was fortunate enough to convince the
bouncers at the door to sneak into the first five
minutes of the movie for the sole reason of
seeing Gordie's video. It truly was a hit.
People were captivated by seeing those they
knew on screen and also by the valuable
environmental lesson in the video. Gordie is
glad it went over so well. He says, didn't
mean for it to be a preachy thing. I wanted it
to be fun."
Some of Gordie's other interests lie in outdoor life and Geology. In fact, it was his love
for the outdoors that drove him to become a
major in geological studies. Last summer, he
spemneartyorieartdahalf months camping in
the wilderness, examining volcanic rocks in
the Cascade Mountains for his LS. and enjoy- -

ogy.

three possible plans locccurriimself for the

.

continuedfrom pageS

RP: You rave been praised for your ability
to capture the clarity , humorand musicality of
the Latin originals you translate. How long
have you been translating for, and what drew

youtoit?.

campus and the next campus. I've taught a lot
of these people over the years now, and the
question that it raises that I wouldn't have
know tobe curious about without my leaching
experience, is: how is it that such a wide
.

Matthews: I did some translations in the dispersal and such a rich pool of talent,
early seventies from a French poet named comes down to thirty or thirty five poets, by
JeanFoDain. He's a twentieth century French the rime the poets get into their fifties and
poet. I read a little poem by FoUam m an sixties?
Usggests that poets are in both interesting
anthology. I was absolutely hypnotized by tt
fSo mochl seemed to be in this four line roem, r and temfwng ways like mayflies. Nature has
and I thought , "God, I've got to read more seBMde a huge number of them and the fate of
106111 u 10 pensn, in oruer inai ine
--roost
poems by this guy.
.
i
'
I translated them because I feUm love with .other ones might survive. You teach and
mem. The translating I've been doing in the meet however briefly, people with talent and
lastmree or four years has been similar in that real passion and commitment and you think,
I also do it for love, but these translations did "Gee the future of your passion and commitnot stem from love at first sight With these it ment and ambition and longing statistically
was more like meeting somebody I knew m doesn't look so not"
The other thing I wouldn't have known
high school and finding out how interesting.
doing this teaching is how much the
without
she was.
activity
itself can give pleasure to people;
many
colleges,
so
most
teaching
at
RP: By
recently at City College in New York City; bow much people arc sustained simply by the
what have you learned about writmg that you pleasure they take in actually doing the writing, and bow alluring, and seductive, and
didn't know as a student?
how deeply erotic a connection
attractive,
I
Matthews: There was sure a tot didn't
people can make with writing. If it weren't for
know about writing as a student so this question ought to be very easy to answer. The this reward who would pick a career in which
major thing I've learned is that there are a lot their job was to be an ink blot? The power of
of very talented people who are interested in poetry to attract initiates to the temple is very
powerful and I find that attractive and
writmg, and wtk are attractedtowritmgclasses
on
and
the
next
magazines,
literary
here
and
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Arts & Entertainment
Leaving iMsMegas
Even

CFI Massive E
to Rock
Underground

Wmffitights

JENNIFER FERGUSON

'

MOVIE REVIEW
--

7
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v,c' irnt ; is:
u
A the couple fall in. love the
viewer realizes it's not the stuff of
vL

..

--

vsi

?

--

:-.- "

--

.

SALLY THELEN ru 5mt .
-'--.-

--

r-

jadkw? A .fr.C.- -

The
season is finally doaconeem faxazrsTand. drunkover and t v oowyouare probably ards atxtseedy motels. Secondly, no
ready to j every glittery plastic jRsgtcat tatf godmother vome
rose and y..
bear jmsignLTJ;
to
wand and
mere mem
of two people against
more
aing in love on. me "big
theot
gnawttithetacathataeitnerSra
Tobahtyenougk-toaiakscreer
tntBenvyss wave thacmagfc wand
hide yourself among jae or eacad.-?heyr'boG- V
your.
accept
flying bullets and careening car of
they areThere is no
atk
ctheraa
the latest a.'tion flirfc- - Riit I raving
AAgiL ttocaffoe Sanderson and
iUu Vegas.dirco&pa apdatf f&rolay eopftxxtasurescaiag princebistoreby Mike Figgis, is notybat tradi- let S."1- "in: j,:f.57Ttional cinematic exploration oflove.
Intei spa aed in between scenes of
The only glitter and gross in this 4hfm 4MtoctsamtBrirykin-lervfc- w
film is that of Vegas' neon, lights,
wttfrSerarTtefn-s- t
and such illumination cao only pen'
etrate so far.
i
whoeiuides herpridfcai being
Nicolas Cage'f signature jcjrik of heUe- - soke herself into the
confusion and JooeiiaesfJvK, (oand
custoowr
its rightful home. Cage, as
'wants. Later the degradation of her
work will not allow her the mental
Ben Sanderson, is pathetically tryescape of image transformation. She
ing us ignore his state of destitution can no longer separate her self from
through the use of, the bottle. The tfxvam that .aha perfnpoa. After ;
alcohol will only let him forget so meeting Sanderson; Sera vividly
much. In a wonderfully filmed segfluctnates from feelings of giddy
ment, Sanderson k drunkenly babfirst love to absolute confusion.
bling about bis wife leaving him, as These wonderful segments work to
a young prostitute deftly removes establish both .Sera as a complex
the wedding ring from his finger 'character and Shoe as an extremely
with her mouth.
gifted jctesav?-;-:
Sanderson Gees the pitying looks . I kept on wishing for that
that surround him in Los Angeles marie escape far these wayward two ;
for Las Vegas where be plans to as the tide of the movie seems to
"drink himself to death." Before he suggest. Sorely they would Gee Las
can reach this goal, he becomes inVegas and their vices, and maybe
trigued with a brash and beautiful start an ordinary life ia a distant
young prostitute named Sera, suburb. But the magic pumpkin
talentedh portrayed by Elisabeth
never arrives to whisk them away ia
Sbue. Sera is equaby fascinated wkh its glow of fantasy. When they do
"Sanderson, who asks her to "just niake a break for the desert on vacastay" with him fora night in a moteL tion, the
hotel man- -'
ager jribrau (ban that "screw-ops- "
like,tJx two don't need to stay
Valeo-ine'-

--

tairy taies. First of aH, fairy tales

s

forthesixmtiniestraigbt?Hop-- .
( nig. for-- somethjng involving
imusic, dancing, and socudiz- : iogT'i WeU then come on down

trans-fbRBttsAiii4Xna-

.

,

,

--

--

bt-ir-

1oher

Rn'thaveanyrdaruforFri-- .
day night? Don't, want to sit m
your room and watch Clueless

t'ea

torheyUndergroundtohearthe
tup-tosound of CFI Mas

Vrf T

p

E

;Cn Massive will perform :
from 10KX) pun. until
ajn.
;op Friday February 16. The
band.' which hails from Pitts- borgh, Ferjnsyivama, will be
here atThe College ofWooster ..
,

2.-0-0

.

--

rix

- foT.tbear.aBcond performance.,

--

They performed here last year .

tau-viehwithcoitfVIrkycgpros--

ia McOaw

dtutev

Chapej-'.yv- '
TbeCH stands fvChill Fac-

tor Interna tinnal and the Underground should be chilling
p
with their
sound. They
combine hip-ho-p
with reggae
and dance hall music to delight
their audience. This event is
sponsored by the Student Ac- -

?miag' whae'Vr

aa-alco-bobex-HoUywocdbigsbpjna-

med

hip-ho-

-

Tori Amos Focuses on

seventy-fiv- e
cents. For more
information on CFI Massive
and Friday night'sevent please
call the SAB hotline at exten- -

--

-- ALBUM REVIEW

I am going to say this right off the

k;

aO as an cvtskto.Thecdmrast

of me

re
very dark scenes to the almost
of light adds effectivdy to
over-eaposu-

the rawness of thia film. The range
of music marks the thoughtful ose of
tiVTandteirftdi!g(lcjct ntarw
cccfttsion. But the lone sound of a

plaintive saxophone is not quite as
effective as the dead silence nsed m
the background as Sanderson opens
bis mouth in a soundless scream,
v For an audience nsed to the con--'
stszcspeed of whirlwind romances
arounik.
.and car chases, the slowly drawn oat
rawness and hcysfyin which a strain - story of the wayward lovers becomes
of dark humor weaves its web. To rather painful kx watch; not only
theToru&kea Sanderson a sign far because they seem to be dragging
The Whcie Year Inn becomes The the viewer into their darkness, but
Hc4c Yoare fcv Such thoughtful also because there is absolutely no
happy end in sight. If you are not
escape front me Barkness of these willing to sacrifice all fhegood
chaVaqortlrbutaDows a deeper .
that those candy hearts and drip-rapoeouof Valentine's Day gave
understanding 1bc their survival, , ,
youthen
heightened
visit the video store. There
the
by
Fracriptis
wfaajggclnf masogtayhyanda jazzy ;. 'are plenty of movies there about
souaduack.Thc camera descends in love magically transforming prosn-tnt- es
into princesses and erasing the
a drk spiral fonmrtg on the
fben instantly spans out and aching need for alcohol with love's
cat&ri the great expanse of Vegas' generous band. Fortunately this
movie is not about that glimmer at
glitlcr.Thecirrmitographydrawsa
parallel to the viewer's experience
the end of the tunneL but about the
as they are polled down into the journey through that darkness where
sordid, dark lives of these two and the need for someone else is the
just as swiftly thrust back to view it
ever-grinni-ng

.

--

Friday. February 16
IChOO PM - Band: CFI Massive,
only S.7S in the Underground

SaomJay.Rbniarif';'
7:30 & 10 PM - Movie: Muriel's
Wedding, only SI in Mateer
Monday. February 19
AM - Sign up at Lowry
Front Desk for Miss Saigon trip.
8.-0-0

T420

PM - Video: Forget Paris,
only $30 ia the Underground
8.-0-0

Wednesday. February 21
PM -- .Video: Immortal Beloved. Free in the Underground
8.-0-0

ha

MiieFi-acriptalatentwit-

'-

.

feel-"Jn- gs

ng

jnti-ma- xt

of her fans are accustomed to. many

ALLE PARKER

2333.

--

SAB

ArNew Maturity in
Boys for Pete

bat; I do not like Tori Amos. There
are certain elements within the
that feel Ms. Amos
is almost a deity. They worship the
music that she puts out; they are the
people that she speaks to at her concerts. I am not one of those people.
To me Tori Amos is not all that
origmaL She makes pretty music
about ugly things. She is really
pissed off and vents through her
chosen creative outlet, the song.
There are lots of artists who express
this kind of angst in a much more
anracuve package. I don't know,
but something about Amos' falsetto
whine gets on my nerves after about
thirty seconds.
This overt annoyance with her
music is why I approached her new
album with much trepidation. Boys
For Pete did not look to bean enjoy-abl-e
listening experience. Even the
title, with its coy sexual reference,
wasasnoying. Ijust did not feel like
li staling to over an boor of someone
preaching to me about why she is so
angst ridden. If I wanted that, I
could get out my Gloria Steinhem
workout videos.
Something about Boys For Pele,
however, struck me as different
First of all, the instrnrnrntation is a
kot heavier than m her previous work.
Far from the sparse material many
mu-skalcommt- mity

tracks on Boys feature electronic
keys and heavy percussion. The
filled out sound serves to make up
for some of the weakness that is
inherent in her vocals. Paristshave
no need to fear, however, there are
still plenty of moments that feature
Tori and just a light sprinkling of
keys. Its just that these moments
often now lead to somewhere of
musical significance and not just to
the next piano solo.
Even the subject matter this time
around is a little bit different. Oh
there is still plenty of angst. but it
sounds a bit more intelligent. Her
typical
tirades have
been replaced with something close
anti-Christi- an

to poetry.

.In the beautiful

"Muhammad My Friend," Amos
sings, "Muhammad my friend it's
time tojeO the worldwe both know
it was a girl back m Bethlehem and
on that fateful day when she was
crucified she wore Shiseido Red
and we drank tea by her side."
AH in all. Boys For Pete represents one of the nsoatoverused words
in the whole of the musical community. It is a very mature album.
SarprismgryJtowever, the maturity
comes off more as freshness than
anything else. Its almost as if Tori
Amos has reinvented the wheel while
stiQ sitting in the cart. No matter,
however, this is just a solid collection of music.

1
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Pendulum Swings Backward for Lady Indoor Track Teams to
Face Keriyon in Last
lOT7
Meet Before Conference
Tcazi sldds as NCACTourney
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55 meter BunSes.Twomens4X
200 meter relay placed selectable second ia a tiroe of 1:34.26.
.The only first place finish Joe: the
inj a lead of as roach as seven and abJdedMoore.-v...V--:v- .
fnxnXeiaSeid'99
; eight thiouttout most of the second
, Afterthegame Satnrday.tbe Scots
half, the Lords asade a final rally .will face sa rACcrppnent next!
cuuinx the Scots leadto44-4- 2 with Tuesday at home ia the first round I
two minutes to go. However, i of theNCACtournament. The Scots '
Wooster made the key free throws ; , win irtostlllely face OCWesleysn.
but it depends oa the final NCAC
down the stretch to win 48-4- 3.
The key to the.Wooster win was !, ganraof the season. Regarding the
the 12 of 15 conversions from the posabkScotonoentin theNCAC
charity stripe that sSowed the Scots tournament, Moore staled,' "our '
toeacspewidiacfesewmmaslop-- players4sre aot even thinking
pDy played game. The Scots were about the tournament. But, Fro sure
led at scoring byTontz who made once Saturday is over, meyll be
IS points while Gorman added 9 eagertopby whoeverouroronent
:"
sad Paris 7.
TbeDeaiscagan)ebegmsat70 ;
"lbey ireayoa play aa excel- ksiKSiuwatTimkeaGyrnnssinTni
several,
zcoe,
they
have
far
lea
years," ccmrnented Coach Steve
'
Moore on the Keayon zone m De .
"Secondly, we d aot
first ta
we .
pass tte bsS wefl. I
T mads several passes wthoct look- -;
rring first. I thoosht we were testa-- ,
r tive. We cldat concentrate, we
at see the floor. So, I rhisx the
;
'. corcti nation of their good defease
r and oar lack of concentratioB ia ;
I
scektg the Door led to many tam--(
overs. When we didn't tarn it over
- , we shot the ban well, we had some ,.:
'
j
easy baskets.".-.v- .
The Scots now ace Denison to
regnhr . r
morrow in Woostr-'- so oat-- .
season game. mD
;rv
1

r&Ifcredcflate.
Woosaar scored a school record 94

.

-

wamthelSOOsaroaiaaume
of4: 12.7. WjkDrexler97 raa the
5000 meter raa ia a time of 163U
I
peace.
to famaaaecoad

isi

Tonight, the asea's and womea's
travel to Keayoa for
their fatst sadoor meet before the
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Scores-

three-poin- tr

i

ama'sbaskeibsa

aadt

-

Wooster 79. Case Reserve 63 "

Woos4.ReayoB43

.lUl

womea's lwsketbaU

(10-1- 3,

NCAC7-- 0
Cam Reserve 71. Wooster 56

--

Keayoa 65,Woosler 59

y
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(18-5.NCA-C:

11-- 4)
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iadoorkack'
roenoorthof six'

Basketball cntiim
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The Value of Internr
ships
-

.

If you wsnt to learn
more about the Urban
TntermhmF ' Prbfffam in

;

,

.

by Jack Kennedy, Coordinator of our Portland
Program, on Tuesday,
February 20 at 4:00
PM,K&uke l27. For
more information
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ScotsasieiMbunce Back

S i vim Teams to Compete
in NCAC Championship

--

ctndy jakvis

'war afih&r

t-

bcrchkiWdr

fabei. )lAi,yQ8c:

--

disappointing loss to Wittenberg on "
January 27. the Scou starved to head
downhill. They followed thai game
with a close three point win against
Oberiin (winless in the NCAQ and
a loss to Ohio Wesley. Bat this past
week the Scou showed that they
could bounce back when they deWestern 79-6- 3 on Febfeated
ruary 10 and then Kenyon 48-4- 3
this past Wednesday.
The Scou entered last Saturday's
fame agzinst Case tied with the
Spartans for second in the NCAC
A win would fire them a little

L

I

V:;

Alt-Attxrica- a

md keep their hopes

ahveforasecood place NCAC regular season finish The Spartans,
coming off a huge
win earlier ia the week, were
the only team in the league to defeat
Wtoenberg.
The Scots jumped to aa carry 12--2
lead ia what would be a farae they
would never trail in. Athatf-tknWooster led 35-2- 7 oa over 30
shooting front the floor far aiding

EI

come-from-be-h- ind

79-6- 3.

ai-stated

Cm

grfradtrg cJarnrfrai ia
jfiviEf. : Siexcrcpetea
ecjasTywc3 oa the thze4neasc,tk-Csse-tfm-

by a trey by IJanont Paris "56. The

in sprint freestyle and backstroke
events, and Karen BuchmueHer97

in the backstroke events.

'

r

,

Since the women who have
ready made national cots will not be
completely rested, we will be at a
disadvantage,"" said head coach
Keith Beckett. "We expect them to
swim well, but not nearly as well as
if they were shaved and tapered.
Individually for the men, Andrew
Wundcrley 97 should set the pace, f
Last year, Wundcrley earned AD-- "
NCAChononbyplacmgthirdin50
'
"
"
freestyle.. ;. A;
inOther potential
clude Kris Marr 97 and Ben Chalot
"98 r in the freestyle events, Dan
Parker 9S in the freestyle and
events. Vince Dalchuk 98 in
al- -'

'

pomt-earne- rs

but-terf- ly

the backstroke events. Derek

Longbrake "96 in the butterfly, and
Rob Harrington "99 in the butterfly
;
arid indrvidnal medley.-- : Z
,
"97
Eric
Haschke
In
addition.
.
aboald be a major factor in the one-(fivng. He has
and ftrce-niet- er
qualified for the natknal meci.
and hopes to place ia the top six mis
year at the NCAC Meet.
- "Oor men's strength is ia the
freestyle and drying events, and oar
weaknessUta the specialty events,'
coaxmented Bcckrtt : "Ta order to
take third, we need to overcome the
deficit in those cvtnts.capitiiThT oa
al-na- dy

v

ouraaong poirgs.aQdswiaalotof
;' ;
exactly rfcht,""
Aacher foal for both the men's
and Kxnen, s feams is to qualify.

rstiirj

o

Araar Cb&
urJ. byjt

--

--

On Wednesday, Wooate
an always coaapetxtrve Keayoa Col-leg- e
bait r tta Tl fesaan. Ahhough the
Lords were below .500 far the season and in the NCAC. the Scots
knew that Kenyon woald be ready
to phry. The Scots scored first as Ro
Fernandez "97 lobbed the ball to
Ryan Gonnaa 99 who convened
fary-aKeiryoa then sa--.

e

terfryeverits,HeateGleason96

next several possessions for both the first half and aever reached the
swinimersfortherXAAaa-- .
ssarjtsiuvulvtdtaraoversasWc
. fzee throw line. However, Wocsjcr
meet,V. ; " ; .
4CC0ad mM Cjf) sVwCSaat aaatt( JPC3bV
taond
.was able to convert 5 cf 10 fees
riayicf a twanuiug aaaa to
saore'swinsaers for
Saoddy
97
also
ahoaU
2s2e
rTallfyiai
far
OCZCBsVO aaTCf1! Ch0 aUOaTuS aO
throws while
IXAA'j
threefjgA
and
aSer
ia
wc3
Jhe
acLievic2 oar 23
shots while Kenyan's 2-- 3
achieve-;"-'-swo-rn
ccr.frrwould
bejizziZazt
"Xoal
at
Gfisx est yesrf
forced the Scots to pat ap the out . so be working.iV f crii
' TVcVrtt.
car,""sr
thlsjf
us
for
2?.
a
sidsshoL However, the Scots con--, the second calf
OAer key scorn for she lady
Cramers,
tliard to play food defease before zaan defense.
Carrie
'Sees
Fernandez hit a three to five the , the Scots started to xLss
Scr97.whoiseead2her&2a : 3
Scots aa S--2 lead. The Lords then . inside rirVhri r?
TSrrFJowcri
The 2?0 bessdN; pc.Teale
ia
went oa a 7--0 ran to fo so by one . and bailda a sell kad cf
f
preliaihasahxady
aoade
96,
who
30-2point wfca just aader 12 nunotcs to prints M 2 wid sonTeanaK
, ,.. v
Bot 6e Loritsviidxd
to
play.- :
i
stroke' evezux; and Suphaaie i
rheir defeat to axecber zee
Scots
half,
the
. Fcr thereat of the
ITarVmaa "99. who has afro aaiU
and the Lords kept the fame dose stsned to climb back: ia e
Yoora3xxgsicg Ccrtst
curling toe scad so as tniara as nve aantlrVt anicaitt est thnes ia the
wth the Scots as2inf three
lCTt stndect CscoBBt on tesiJai
.treys by Rick Hochsteder 99, pnints, but another trey by Yontz
bopinf
Also
to
priced
items picked t? or inhered
Scots
by
Cte
V
pot
Sal
Yoott
Drnnn rCism 9SndTfea
bacart?
327 Jenny "Dkil ""99 and Laura
v
pester..
a
leadthe
half
ended
Scots
The
.S9.
wch9v4lofa
freestyle
(he
events;
"99
ia
IkSy,
TV'ewirefiowmallovcTihe
icj21-lAs a result of the kxch
please see EASZXnTALL, psss TUt ITradsr 99 ia ficcstyle aadbnv y A3
CTrt cfffTs sref ed.
ceiense oytae Jjorb, me scots
--

.

diving events for me past

Three years. She waa the NCAC
Diver of the Year ia 1593 and is the

i

Ia the second half the Scots
started so slide as Case cut the lead
to one point at 4S-4- 7 wia tea nua-aa- es
to play. However, the Scots
responded and once again buii a
coansbnable lead to win. by

Afl-Ameri-cmUxHfisteiawhohasdca-

.

Scots est then? way hack

e,

p.

.

"

Bat not everyone knew whether rh
Scou could

pent.

; ;

ming scene at both the conference
and the national level. The College
of Wooster is hoping to make a
mark of its own at the North Coast
Athletic Conference Championship
Meet, which started yesterday and
runs through tomorrow at Oberiin
College. "'
. ' This year, the goal for Wooster is
33
third place for the men and
third place for the women.
' For the Lady Scots, the objective
wlQ be to edge Allegheny in the
bade for third place wtule closing
the gap on Dcnison, which is expected to take second again this year.
' For the Scots, the objective will
be to duplicate last year's dream
finish when theyplaced third for the
first tirrjemhistory.bot it will notbe
easy. Any one of six teams has a
shotatrhird.incladingObfTlin.Ohio
Wesleyan, Allegheny, Wittenberg,
and Case Western Reserve. Leading the waVlor 'ihe Lady
Scots wfil be
Debbie
deKing 96, who is the two-tim-e
fending ooafereace champion ia
both the 200 individual medley and
the 400 individual medley. ,
' Jofaa&x King wi3 be

2 fcsa
Everyone knows thtfjf a basket:-

breaching room

J

to dominate the Division m swim-

LUKE ZANNOM

few

-

' Wh3e lCenyonOoQegeccstinues

vrevarerforWCA
tourney

pingx

.

cht

--
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w-ZT-

te
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